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Abstract

Knowledge graph embeddings (KGE) have been extensively studied to embed large-scale relational data for many real-world applications. Existing methods have long ignored the fact many KGs contain two fundamentally different views: high-level ontology-view concepts and fine-grained instance-view entities. They usually embed all nodes as vectors in one latent space. However, a single geometric representation fails to capture the structural differences between two views and lacks probabilistic semantics towards concepts’ granularity. We propose Concept2Box, a novel approach that jointly embeds the two views of a KG using dual geometric representations. We model concepts with box embeddings, which learn the hierarchy structure and complex relations such as overlap and disjoint among them. Box volumes can be interpreted as concepts’ granularity. Different from concepts, we model entities as vectors. To bridge the gap between concept box embeddings and entity vector embeddings, we propose a novel vector-to-box distance metric and learn both embeddings jointly. Experiments on both the public DBpedia KG and a newly-created industrial KG showed the effectiveness of Concept2Box.

1 Introduction

Knowledge graphs (KGs) like Freebase (Bollacker et al., 2008) and DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) have motivated various knowledge-driven applications (Yasunaga et al., 2021; Lin et al., 2021). They contain structured and semantic information among nodes and relations where knowledge is instantiated as factual triples. One critical fact being ignored is that many KGs consist of two fundamentally different views as depicted in Figure 1: (1) an ontology-view component with high-level concepts and meta-relations, e.g., (“Singer”, “is_a”,”Taylor Swift”), (2) an instance-view component with specific entities and their relations, e.g., (“Taylor Swift”, “has_award”, “Grammy Award”). Also, there are valuable cross-view links that connect ontological concepts with entities instantiated from them, which bridge the semantics of the two views.

Modern KGs are usually far from complete as new knowledge is rapidly emerging (Huang et al., 2022). How to automatically harvest unknown knowledge from data has been an important research area for years. Knowledge graph embedding (KGE) methods achieve promising results for modeling KGs by learning low-dimensional vector representations of nodes and relations. However, most existing methods (Bordes et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021b) have a major limitation of only considering KGs of a single view. The valuable semantics brought by jointly modeling the two views are omitted. In contrast, modeling two-view KGs in a holistic way has a key advantage: entity embeddings provide rich information for understanding corresponding ontological concepts; and, in turn, a concept embedding
provides a high-level summary of linked entities, guiding the learning process of entities with only few relational facts.

Modeling two-view KG is non-trivial where the challenges are three-fold: First, there exists a significant structural difference between the two views, where the ontology-view KG usually forms a hierarchical structure with concept nodes of different granularity, and the instance-view KG usually follows a flat or cyclical structure (Iyer et al., 2022) with each entity associated with a specific meaning. Second, concepts often exhibit complex relations such as intersect, contain and disjoint. Traditional vector-based embeddings (Bordes et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2019) fail to adequately express them and capture interpretable probabilistic semantics to explain the granularity of concepts. Third, to bridge the knowledge from two views, effective semantic mappings from fine-grained entities to their corresponding concepts need to be carefully considered. For work that models two-view KGs, they either model concepts and entities all as points in the Euclidean space (Hao et al., 2019) and in the product manifold space (Wang et al., 2021c), which can fail to capture the structural differences among the two views and result in suboptimal performance, or they embed concepts and entities separately as points in the hyperbolic and spherical space respectively (Iyer et al., 2022), which cannot provide interpretation towards concepts’ granularity.

To this end, we propose Concept2Box, a novel two-view KG embedding model for jointly learning the representations of concepts and instances using dual geometric objects. Specifically, we propose to leverage the geometric objects of boxes (i.e. axis-aligned hyperrectangle) to embed concept nodes in the ontology-view KG. This is motivated by the desirable geometric properties of boxes to represent more complex relationships among concepts such as intersect, contain, and disjoint, and also capture the hierarchy structure. For example, in Figure 1 we can see City is contained within Location, denoting it’s a sub-concept of Location; Artist and Scientist intersects with each other, denoting they are correlated. In addition, box embeddings provide probabilistic measures of concepts’ granularity based on the volumes, such as Person is a larger box than Scientist. Entities in the instance-view KG are modeled with classic vector representations to capture their specific meanings. As we model concepts and entities using boxes and vectors respectively, we further design a new metric function to measure the distance from a vector to a box in order to bridge the semantics of the two views. Based on this vector-to-box distance function, the proposed model is trained to jointly model the semantics of the instance-view KG, the ontology-view KG, and the cross-view links. Empirically, Concept2Box outperforms popular baselines on both public and our newly-created industrial recipe datasets.

Our contributions are as follows: (1) We propose a novel model for learning two-view KG representations by jointly embedding concepts and instances with different geometric objects. (2) We design a new metric function to measure the distance between concept boxes and entity vectors to bridge the two views. (3) We construct a new industrial-level recipe-related KG dataset. (4) Extensive experiments verify the effectiveness of Concept2Box.

2 Related Work

2.1 Knowledge Graph Embedding (KGE)

The majority of work on knowledge graph embeddings only considers a single view, where models learn the latent vector representations for nodes and relations and measure triple plausibility via varying score functions. Representatives include translation-based TransE (Bordes et al., 2013), TransH (Wang et al., 2014); rotation-based RotatE (Sun et al., 2019), and neural network-based ConvE (Dettmers et al., 2018). Most recently, some work employs graph neural networks (GNNs) to aggregate neighborhood information in KGs (Huang et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2020), which have shown superior performance on graph-structured data by passing local message (Huang et al., 2020, 2021; Javari et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021a). For work that pushes two-view or multiple KGs together (Hao et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2022), they either model all nodes as points in the Euclidean space (Hao et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2022) and in the product manifold space (Wang et al., 2021c), or separately embed entities and concepts as points in two spaces respectively (Iyer et al., 2022). Our work uses boxes and vectors for embedding concepts and entities respectively, which not only gives better performance but also provides a probabilistic explanation of concepts’ granularity based on box volumes.
2.2 Geometric Representation Learning

Representing elements with more complex geometric objects than vectors is an active area of study (Chen et al., 2021). Some representative models include Poincaré embeddings (Nickel and Kiela, 2017), which embeds data into the hyperbolic space with the inductive basis of negative curvature. Hyperbolic entailment cones (Ganea et al., 2018) combine order embeddings with hyperbolic geometry, where relations are viewed as partial orders defined over nested geodesically convex cones. Elliptical distributions (Muzellec and Cuturi, 2018) model nodes as distributions and define distances based on the 2-Wasserstein metric. While they are promising for embedding hierarchical structures, they do not provide interpretable probabilistic semantics. Box embeddings not only demonstrate improved performance on modeling hierarchies but also model probabilities via box volumes to explain the granularity of concepts.

3 Preliminaries

3.1 Problem Formulation

We consider a two-view knowledge graph \( G \) consisting of a set of entities \( E \), a set of concepts \( C \), and a set of relations \( R = R^E \cup R^C \cup S \), where \( R^E, R^C \) are the entity- and concept-concept relation sets respectively. \( S = \{ (e, c) \} \) is the cross-view entity-concept relation set with \( e \in E, c \in C \). Entities and concepts are disjoint sets, i.e., \( E \cap C = \emptyset \).

We denote the instance-view KG as \( G^I := \{ E, R^I, T^I \} \) where \( T^I = \{ (h^i, r^I, t^I) \} \) are factual triples connecting head and tail entities \( h^i, t^I \in E \) with a relation \( r^I \in R^I \). The instance-view triples can be any real-world instance associations and are often of a flat structure such as (“Taylor Swift”, “has_award”, “Grammy Award”). Similarly, the ontology-view KG is denoted as \( G^O := \{ C, R^O, T^O \} \) where \( T^O = \{ (h^O, r^O, t^O) \} \) are triples connecting \( h^O, t^O \in C \) and \( r^O \in R^O \). The ontology-view triples describe the hierarchical structure among abstract concepts and their meta-relations such as (“Singer”, “is_a”, “Artist”).

**Given:** a two-view KG \( G \), we want to **learn** a model which effectively embeds entities, concepts, and relations to latent representations with different geometric objects to better capture the structural differences of two views. We evaluate the quality of the learned embeddings on the KG completion task and concept linking task, described in Section 5.

3.2 Probabilistic Box Embedding

Box embeddings represent an element as a hyperrectangle characterized with two parameters (Vilnis et al., 2018): the minimum and the maximum corners \( (x_m, x_M) \in \mathbb{R}^d \) where \( x_m < x_M \) for each coordinates \( i \in 1, 2, \cdots, d \). Box volume is computed as the product of side-lengths \( \text{Vol}(x) = \prod_{i=1}^d (x_M^i - x_m^i) \). Given a box space \( \Omega_{\text{Box}} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^d \), the set of boxes \( B(\Omega_{\text{Box}}) \) is closed under intersection (Chen et al., 2021) and box volumes can be viewed as the unnormalized probabilities to interpret concepts’ granularity. The intersection volume of two boxes is defined as \( \text{Vol}(x \cap y) = \prod_i \max (\min (x_M^i, y_M^i) - \max (x_m^i, y_m^i), 0) \) and the conditional probability is computed as \( P(x|y) = \frac{\text{Vol}(x \cap y)}{\text{Vol}(y)} \), with value between 0 and 1 (Vilnis et al., 2018).

Directly computing the condition probabilities would pose difficulties during training. This can be caused by a variety of settings like when two boxes are disjoint but should overlap (Chen et al., 2021), there would be no gradient for some parameters. To alleviate this issue, we rely on Gumbel boxes (Dasgupta et al., 2020), where the min and max corners of boxes are modeled via Gumbel distributions:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Vol}(x) &= \prod_{i=1}^d [x_m^i, x_M^i] & \text{where} \\
\begin{cases}
x_m^i & \sim \text{GumbelMax} (\mu_m^i, \beta) \\
x_M^i & \sim \text{GumbelMin} (\mu_M^i, \beta)
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \mu_m^i, \mu_M^i \) are the minimum and maximum coordinate parameters; \( \beta \) is the global variance. Gumbel distribution provides min/max stability (Chen et al., 2021) and the expected volume is approximated as

\[
\mathbb{E}[\text{Vol}(x)] \approx \prod_{i=1}^d \beta \log \left( 1 + \exp \left( \frac{\mu_M^i - \mu_m^i}{\beta} - 2\gamma \right) \right),
\]

(2)

where \( \gamma \) is the Euler–Mascheroni constant (Onoe et al., 2021). The conditional probability becomes

\[
\mathbb{E} [P(x|y)] \approx \frac{\mathbb{E}[\text{Vol}(x \cap y)]}{\mathbb{E}[\text{Vol}(y)]}.
\]

This also leads to improved learning as the noise ensembles over a large collection of boxes which allows the model to escape plateaus in the loss function (Chen et al., 2020; Onoe et al., 2021). We use this method when training box embeddings.
Figure 2: The overall framework of our proposed Concept2Box includes 3 modules. First, we employ probabilistic box embeddings to model the ontology-view KG, capturing the hierarchical structure and preserving the granularity of concepts (upper). Second, we model the instance-view KG by applying the vector-based KG embedding method (bottom). Third, to bridge these two views, we design a novel distance metric defined from a box to a vector (right). The model is learned by jointly optimizing three loss terms of each corresponding module.

4 Method

In this section, we introduce Concept2Box, a novel KGE model to learn two-view knowledge graph embeddings with dual geometric representations. As shown in Figure 2, Concept2Box consists of three main components: (1) The ontology-view box-based KG embedding module that captures the hierarchical structure and complex relations of concepts trained via the KG completion loss over $G^O$; (2) The instance-view vector-based KG embedding module trained via the KG completion loss over $G^I$. It has the flexibility to incorporate any off-the-shelf vector-based KGE methods (Bordes et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2019); (3). The cross-view module trained via the concept linking loss over $S$. This module relies on a new distance metric for bridging the semantics between a vector and a box. We now present each component in detail.

4.1 Ontology-View Box Embedding

For the ontology-view KG, we model each concept as a Gumbel box to capture the hierarchical structure and interpret concept granularity based on the box volume. Specifically, each Gumbel box $x$ is parameterized using a center $\text{cen}(x) \in \mathbb{R}^d$ and offset $\text{off}(x) \in \mathbb{R}^d_+$, and the minimum and maximum location parameters are given by $\mu_m = \text{cen}(x) - \text{off}(x)$, $\mu_M = \text{cen}(x) + \text{off}(x)$. To compute the triple score from box embeddings, we use the approximate conditional probability of observing a triple given its relation and tail, as shown

$$\phi(h^O, r^O, t^O) = \frac{E[\text{Vol}(f_r^O(\text{Box}(t^O)) \cap f_r^O(\text{Box}(t^O)))]}{E[\text{Vol}(f_r^O(\text{Box}(t^O)))]},$$

where $f_r^O$ denotes the box transformation function to account for the influence of the relation $r^O$. As shown in Figure 1, $f_{\text{Box2Vec}}(\text{Art})$, $f_{\text{Box2Vec}}(\text{Art})$ are the transformed box embeddings of the concept $\text{Art}$ in the context of the living locations and supertypes. The bounded score $\phi$ should be close to 1 for positive triples and 0 for negative ones.

Previous work Chen et al. (2021) defined the transformation function $f_r$ as shifting the original center and offset of the input box $x$: $\text{cen}(f_r(x)) = \text{cen}(x) + \tau^r$, $\text{off}(f_r(x)) = \text{off}(x) \cdot \Delta^r$, where $\circ$ is the Hadamard product and $(\tau^r, \Delta^r)$ are relation-specific parameters. To further incorporate semantic information from the text of a concept $c$ and relation $r$, we propose a new transformation function as:

$$h^{\text{cls}} = \text{BERT} (c_{\text{text}} + \text{'SEP'} + r_{\text{text}}),$$

$$\text{cen}(f_r(\text{Box}(c))), \text{off}(f_r(\text{Box}(c))) = f_{\text{proj}}(h^{\text{cls}}).$$

(5)
Specifically, we first concatenate the textual content of the concept and relation for feeding into a pre-trained language model BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) that captures the rich semantics of the text. We obtain the embedding by taking the hidden vector at the [CLS] token. Then, we employ a projection function \( f_{\text{proj}} \) to map the hidden vector \( h^{\text{CLS}} \in \mathbb{R}^d \) to the \( \mathbb{R}^{2d} \) space, where \( d \) is the hidden dimension of the BERT encoder, and \( d \) is the dimension of the box space. In practice, we implement \( f_{\text{proj}} \) as a simple two-layer Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) with a nonlinear activation function. We further split the hidden vector into two equal-length vectors as the center and offset of the transformed box.

**Remark 1.** Instead of encoding relation text first to get the shifting and scaling parameters and then conducting the box transformation as introduced in (Chen et al., 2020), we feed the concept and relation text jointly to the BERT encoder to allow interaction between them through the attention mechanism. The goal is to preserve both concept and relation semantics by understanding their textual information as a whole.

We train the ontology-view KG embedding module with the binary cross entropy loss as below:

\[
\mathcal{J}^{O} = \sum_{(h^O, r^O, t^O) \in \mathcal{T}^O, (\tilde{h}^O, \tilde{r}^O, \tilde{t}^O) \notin \mathcal{T}^O} |\phi(h^O, r^O, t^O) - 1|^2 + |\phi(\tilde{h}^O, \tilde{r}^O, \tilde{t}^O)|^2, \tag{6}
\]

where \((\tilde{h}^O, \tilde{r}^O, \tilde{t}^O)\) is a negative sampled triple obtained by replacing head or tail of the true triple \((h^O, r^O, t^O)\). We do not use the hinge loss defined in vector-based KGE models (Bordes et al., 2013), as the triple scores are computed from the conditional probability and strictly fall within 0 and 1.

### 4.2 Instance-View and Cross-View Modeling

Next, we introduce learning the instance-view KG and the cross-view module for bridging two views.

**Instance-View KG Modeling.** As entities in the instance-view KG are fine-grained, we choose to model entities and relations as classic point vectors. We employ the standard hinge loss defined as follows to train the instance-view KGE module.

\[
\mathcal{J}^{I} = \sum_{(h^I, r^I, t^I) \in \mathcal{T}^I} \left[ \frac{f_{\text{vec}}(h^I, r^I, t^I) - \gamma_{\text{KG}}}{+ \frac{f_{\text{vec}}(\tilde{h}^I, r^I, t^I)}{f_{\text{vec}}(\tilde{h}^I, r^I, t^I)}} \right], \tag{7}
\]

where \(\gamma_{\text{KG}} > 0\) is a positive margin, \(f_{\text{vec}}\) is an arbitrary vector-based KGE model such as TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) and RotatE (Sun et al., 2019). And \((\tilde{h}^I, r^I, t^I)\) is a sampled negative triple.

**Cross-View KG Modeling.** The goal of the cross-view module is to bridge the semantics between the entity embeddings and the concept embeddings by using the cross-view links. It forces any entity \(e \in \mathcal{E}\) to be close to its corresponding concept \(c \in \mathcal{C}\). As we model concepts and entities with boxes and vectors respectively, existing distance measures between boxes (or between vectors) would be inappropriate for measuring the distance between them. To tackle this challenge, we now define a new metric function to measure the distance from a vector to a box. Our model is trained to minimize the distances for the concept-entity pairs in the cross-view links based on this metric function. Specifically, given a concept \(c\) and an entity \(e\), if we denote the minimum and maximum location parameters of the concept box as \(\mu_c, \mu_M\), and the vector for the entity as \(e\), we define the distance function \(d_{f}\) as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{dist}_{\text{out}}(e, c) &= \alpha \cdot \text{dist}_{\text{in}}(e, c), \\
\text{dist}_{\text{out}}(e, c) &= ||\text{Max}(e - \mu_M, 0) + \text{Max}(\mu_m - e, 0)||_1, \\
\text{dist}_{\text{in}}(e, c) &= ||\text{Con}(\text{Box}(c)) - \text{Min}(\mu_m, e)||_1. \tag{8}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(\text{dist}_{\text{out}}\) corresponds to the distance between the entity and closest corner of the box; \(\text{dist}_{\text{in}}\) corresponds to the distance between the center of the box and its side or the entity itself if the entity is inside the box (Ren et al., 2020). \(0 < \alpha < 1\) is a fixed scalar to balance the outside and inside distances, with the goal to punish more if the entity falls outside of the concept, and less if it is within the box but not close to the box center. An example is shown in Figure 2. The proposed vector-to-box distance metric is nonnegative and commutative.

However, there is one drawback to the above formulation: different boxes should have customized volumes reflecting their granularity. A larger box may be a more general concept (e.g., Person), so it is suboptimal for all paired entities to be as close as to its center, in contrast to more concrete concepts like Singer, as illustrated in Figure 2. Moreover, for instances that belong to multiple concepts, roughly pushing them to be equally close to the centers of relevant concepts can result in poor embedding results. Consider we have two recipe concepts KungPao chicken and Curry chicken, suppose KungPao Chicken is more complicated and requires
more ingredients. If we roughly push cooking wine, salt, and chicken breast these shared ingredient instances to be as close as to both of their centers, it will possibly result in forcing the centers and volume of the two recipes to be very similar to each other. Therefore, we propose to associate the balancing scalar \( \alpha \) to be related to each concept box volume. Specifically, we define \( \alpha(x) \) with regard to a box \( x \) as follows:

\[
\alpha(x) = \alpha \cdot \text{Sigmoid}\left(\frac{1}{\text{Vol}(x)}\right).
\]

We multiply the original constant coefficient \( \lambda \) with a box-specific value negatively proportional to its volume. The idea is to force entities to be closer to the box center when the box has a smaller volume.

The cross-view module is trained by minimizing the following loss with negative sampling:

\[
\mathcal{J}^{\text{Cross}} = \frac{1}{|S|} \sum_{(e,c) \in S} \left[ \sigma(f_d(e,c)) - \sigma(f_a(e,c)) + \gamma^{\text{Cross}} \right],
\]

where \( \gamma^{\text{Cross}} \) represents a fixed scalar margin.

### 4.3 Overall Training Objective

Now that we have presented all model components, the overall loss function is a linear combination of the instance-view and ontology-view KG completion loss, and the cross-view loss, as shown below:

\[
\mathcal{J} = \mathcal{J}^{\mathcal{G}^O} + \lambda_1 \mathcal{J}^{\mathcal{G}^T} + \lambda_2 \mathcal{J}^{\text{Cross}},
\]

where \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2 > 0 \) are two positive hyperparameters to balance the scale of the three loss terms.

### 4.4 Time Complexity Analysis

The time complexity of Concept2Box is \( \mathcal{O}(3d|\mathcal{G}^O| + d|\mathcal{T}^T| + 5d|S|) \), where \( \mathcal{T}^O, \mathcal{T}^T, S \) are the ontology-view KG triples, instance-view KG triples, and cross-view set defined in Sec 3.1. Here \( d \) is the embedding dimension of vectors. The time complexity of other vector-based methods is \( \mathcal{O}(d|\mathcal{T}^O| + d|\mathcal{T}^T| + d|S|) \) which is asymptotically the same as Concept2Box.

## 5 Experiments

In this section, we introduce our empirical results against existing baselines to evaluate our model performance. We start with the datasets and baselines introduction and then conduct the performance evaluation. Finally, we conduct a model generalization experiment and a case study to better illustrate our model design.

### 5.1 Dataset and Baselines

We conducted experiments over two datasets: one public dataset from DBpedia (Hao et al., 2019), which describes general concepts and fine-grained entities crawled from DBpedia. We also created a new recipe-related dataset, where concepts are recipes, general ingredient and utensil names, etc, and the entities are specific products for cooking each recipe searched via Amazon.com, along with some selected attributes such as brand. The detailed data structure can be found in Appendix A. The statistics of the two datasets are shown in Table 1.

We compare against both single-view KGE models and two-view KGE models as follows:

- **Vector-based KGE models**: Single-view vector-based KGE models that represent triples as vectors, including TransE (Bordes et al., 2013), RotatE (Sun et al., 2019), DistMult (Yang et al., 2015), and ComplexE (Trouillon et al., 2016).
- **KGBert** (Yao et al., 2020): Single-view KG embedding method which employs BERT to incorporate text information of triples.
- **Box4ET** (Onoe et al., 2021): Single-view KGE model that represents triples using boxes.
- **Hyperbolic GCN** (Chami et al., 2019): Single-view KGE method that represents triples in the hyperbolic space.
- **JOIE** (Hao et al., 2019): Two-view KGE method that embeds entities and concepts all as vectors.

### 5.2 KG Completion Performance

The KG completion (KGC) task is to predict missing triples based on the learned embeddings, which helps to facilitate the knowledge learning process in KG construction. Without loss of generality, we discuss the case of predicting missing tails, which we also refer to as a query \( q = (h, r, ?t) \) (Huang et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2021). We conduct the KGC task for both views against baselines.

**Evaluation Protocol.** We evaluate the KGC performance using mean reciprocal ranks (MRR), accuracy (Hits@1) and the proportion of correct answers ranked within the top 10 (Hits@10). All three metrics are preferred to be higher, so as to indicate better KGC performance. For both \( \mathcal{G}^T \) and \( \mathcal{G}^O \), we randomly split the triples into three parts: 80% for training, 10% for validation and 10% for testing. During model training and testing, we utilize all cross-view links \( S \).

**Results.** The evaluation results are shown in Table 2. Firstly, by comparing the average per-
Performance between single-view and two-view KG models, we can observe that two-view methods are able to achieve better results for the KG task. This indicates that the intuition behind modeling two-view KGs to conduct KG completion is indeed beneficial. Secondly, by comparing vector-based methods with other geometric representation-based methods such as Hyperbolic GCN, there is a performance improvement on most metrics, indicating that simple vector representations have their limitation, especially in capturing the hierarchical structure among concepts (shown by the larger performance gap in $g^O$). Our Concept2Box is able to achieve higher performance in most cases, verifying the effectiveness of our design.

### 5.3 Concept Linking Performance

The concept linking task predicts the associating concepts of given entities, where each entity can be potentially mapped to multiple concepts. It tests the quality of the learned embeddings.

**Evaluation Protocol.** We split the cross-view links $S$ into 80%, 10%, 10% for training, validation, testing respectively. We utilize all the triples in both views for training and testing. For each concept-entity pair, we rank all concept candidates for the given entity based on the distance metric from a box to a vector introduced in Sec 4.2, and report MRR, Hits@1 and Hits@3 for evaluation.

**Results.** The evaluation results are shown in Table 3. We can see that Concept2Box is able to achieve the highest performance across most metrics, indicating its effectiveness. By comparing with Box4ET where both entities and concepts are modeled as boxes, our Concept2Box performs better, which indicates our intuition that entities and concepts are indeed two fundamentally different types of nodes and should be modeled with different geometric objects. Finally, we observe that Box4ET, and Concept2Box are able to surpass methods that are not using box embeddings, which shows the advantage of box embeddings in learning the hierarchical structure and complex behaviors of concepts with varying granularity.

### Ablation Studies.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our model design, we conduct an ablation study on the DBpedia dataset as shown in Table 4. First, to show the effect of joint modeling the text semantics of relations and concepts for generating the relation-transformed box embeddings as in Eqn 5, we compare with separately modeling relations as box shifting and scaling introduced in (Chen et al., 2021). The latter one gives poorer results, indicating the effectiveness of our proposed box encoder.
Next, we study the effect of the volume-based balancing scalar defined in Eqn 9. Compared with a fixed balancing scalar for all boxes, Concept2Box is able to generate better results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># types * # items</th>
<th>Known Recipes</th>
<th>Unknown Recipes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10*12</td>
<td>12*10</td>
<td>24*5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: H@120 with different number of item types.

5.4 Model Generalization

We test our model’s generalization ability by training our model on the Recipe dataset and evaluating it on the concept linking task with recipe-product pairs collected from other online resources. Specifically, in the evaluation data, all products are known entities in the Recipe dataset during training, where we can directly obtain their embeddings. For recipes, only 3% of them are observed, and for unseen recipes, we generate their box embeddings by sending their title as input to the box encoder. We divide these recipe-product pairs into two groups based on whether the recipes are known. We use the first group with known recipes to test the generalization ability in the transductive setting: When test data follows a different distribution as opposed to the training data, how does the model perform? It differs from Sec 5.3 in that the test data share the same distribution with the training data as we randomly split them from the same dataset. We use the second group with unknown recipes to test in the inductive setting: When unknown concepts are sent as input, how does the model perform?

Diversity-Aware Evaluation. To verify our learned embeddings can capture complex relations and hierarchy structure among concepts, we use diversity-aware evaluation for the generalization experiment similar to that in (Hao et al., 2020). The idea is that for each recipe, a more preferred ranking list is one consisting of products from multiple necessary ingredients, instead of the one with products all from one ingredient. Since we model recipes and ingredients as concepts, and products as entities, for each recipe, we first extract its top K ingredients (types) from GΩ, and then for each of the K ingredient we extract the top M products (items). We set $M \times K = 120$ and let $K = 10, 12, 24$.

Results. Table 5 shows the results of H@120 among two-view KGE methods. We can see that Concept2Box is able to achieve the best across different settings, showing its great generalization ability. Note that when changing the number of types, Concept2Box is able to bring more performance gain than JOIE. This can be understood as the hierarchy structure of concepts is well captured by the box embeddings, when properly selecting the number of types, we first narrow down the concept (recipe) to the set of related concepts (ingredients) for a better understanding, which will generate better results.

5.5 Case Study

We conduct a case study to investigate the semantic meaning of learned box embeddings of concepts. We select recipe concepts and show the top 3 concepts that have the largest intersection with them after the relation transformation of "using ingredients". As shown in Figure 3, the dominant ingredients for each recipe are at the top of the list, verifying the effectiveness of Concept2Box. Also, we found that Egyptian lentil Soup has a larger intersection with Black Rice Pudding than with Thai Iced Tea, since the first two are dishes with more similarities and the third one is beverage. We also examine the box volume of concepts which reflects their granularity. Among ingredient concepts, we observe that Water, Sugar, and Rice are of the largest volumes, indicating they are common ingredients shared across recipes. This observation confirms that the box volume effectively represents probabilistic semantics, which we believe to be a reason for the performance improvement.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose Concept2Box, a novel two-view knowledge graph embedding method with dual geometric representations. We model high-level concepts as boxes to capture the hierarchical structure and complex relations among them and reflect concept granularity based on box volumes. For the instance-view KG, we model fine-grained entities as vectors and propose a novel metric function to define the distance between a
Egyptian Lentil Soup: Water (0.891) Red Lentil (0.864) Rom Tomato (0.776)
Black Rice Pudding: Black Rice (0.765) White Rice (0.632) Palm Sugar (0.618)
Thai Iced Tea: Water (0.904) Black Tea Leaf (0.811) White Sugar (0.674)
Marrakesh Vegetable Curry: Potato (0.881) Eggplant (0.764) Green Bell Pepper (0.653)

Figure 3: Case Study on the Recipe Dataset.

Box to a vector to bridge the semantics of the two views. Concept2Box is jointly trained to model the instance-view KG, the ontology-view KG, and the cross-view links. Empirical experiment results on two real-world datasets including a newly-created recipe dataset verify the effectiveness of Concept2Box.

7 Limitations

Our model is developed to tackle the structural difference between the ontology and instance views of a KG. However, many modern KGs are multilingual, where different portions of a KG may not only differ in structure but also differ in the text semantics. How to jointly capture these differences remain unsolved. Also since box embeddings naturally provide interpretability to the granularity of the learned concepts, how to use the current model to discover unknown concepts from these embeddings is also challenging.

8 Ethical Impact

Our paper proposed Concept2Box, a novel two-view knowledge graph embedding model with dual geometric representations. Concept2Box neither introduces any social/ethical bias to the model nor amplifies any bias in the data. For the created recipe dataset, we did not include any customers’/sellers’ personal information and only preserved information related to products’ attributes and their relations. Our model implementation is built upon public libraries in Pytorch. Therefore, we do not foresee any direct social consequences or ethical issues.
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### A Data Construction

We introduce the data generation process of the Recipe dataset. The overall data structure is depicted in Fig 4. For the ontology-view KG, concepts consist of recipes, ingredients, and utensils for cooking them and their associated types. Dietary styles and regions where each recipe originated from are also considered concepts. We obtain these high-level recipe-related concepts from recipedb with some data cleaning procedures. Triples in the ontology-view KG describe the connectivity among these concepts such as *(Kungpao Chicken, use_ingredient, Chicken Breast), (Salt, is_of_ingredient_type, Additive)*.

For the instance-view KG, entities are real ingredient and utensil products sold on Amazon.com by searching their corresponding concept names (ingredient and utensil names) as keywords. For each ingredient and utensil name, we select the top 10 matched products as entities in the instance-view KG. Afterward, we manually select 8 representative attributes such as flavor and brand, that are commonly shared by these products as additional entities in the instance-view KG, to provide more knowledge for the embedding learning process. The triples in the instance-view KG describe facts connecting a product to its attributes.

### B Implementation Details.

We use Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as the optimizer to train our model and use TransE (Bordes et al., 2013) as the KGE model for learning the instance-view KG, whose margin $\gamma_{KG}$ is set to be 0.3. The margin for cross-view module $\gamma_{cross}$ is set to be 0.15. We set the latent dimensions for instance-view KG as 256, and the box dimensions for ontology-view KG as 512. We use a batch size of 128 and a learning rate $lr = 0.005$ during training.

Instead of directly optimizing $\mathcal{J}$ in Eqn 11, we alternately update $\mathcal{J}^{\mathcal{O}}$, $\mathcal{J}^{\mathcal{Z}}$ and $\mathcal{J}^{\text{Cross}}$ with different learning rate. Specifically, in our implementation, we optimize with $\theta_{\text{new}} \leftarrow \theta_{\text{old}} - \eta \nabla \mathcal{J}^{\mathcal{O}}$, $\theta_{\text{new}} \leftarrow \theta_{\text{old}} - (\lambda_1 \eta) \nabla \mathcal{J}^{\mathcal{Z}}$, $\theta_{\text{new}} \leftarrow \theta_{\text{old}} - (\lambda_2 \eta) \nabla \mathcal{J}^{\text{Cross}}$ in consecutive steps within one epoch, where $\theta_{\text{new}}$ denotes our model parameters. The procedure is depicted in Algorithm 1.

---

1https://cosylab.iiitd.edu.in/recipedb/
Recipe
Ingredient names
Utensil names
Region
Ingredient category
Utensil category
Matching Ingredient products
Utensil products
Product attributes
Ontology-View KG
Instance-View KG
Dietary Style

Figure 4: Recipe Dataset Structure

Algorithm 1: Concept2Box training procedure.

Input: A two-view KG $\mathcal{G}$. Output: Model parameters $\theta$.

while model not converged do
  // For the KGC loss of $\mathcal{G}^O$:
  3 Optimize the box-based KGC loss in Eqn 6:
  4 $\theta_{new} \leftarrow \theta_{old} - \eta \nabla J^{\mathcal{G}^O}$
  // For the KGC loss of $\mathcal{G}^I$:
  6 Optimize the vector-based KGC loss in Eqn 7:
  7 $\theta_{new} \leftarrow \theta_{old} - (\lambda_1 \eta) \nabla J^{\mathcal{G}^I}$
  // For the cross-view loss:
  9 Optimize with the cross-view loss in Eqn 10:
  10 $\theta_{new} \leftarrow \theta_{old} - (\lambda_2 \eta) \nabla J^{cross}$
end
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